Integrated neuronavigation system with intraoperative image updating.
Recently, MRI has entered the field of image-guided surgery as a new intraoperative imaging modality. In spite of its obvious benefits, this type of iMRI scanner has some drawbacks that have limited its utilization. The goal of the work presented here was to overcome some of these disadvantages. A system that allows intraoperative images to be acquired during surgery and have the ability to conduct surgery outside the constraints of the narrow gap of the open magnet was implemented. Ability to conduct tasks inside the scanner with real-time image guidance was also maintained. The system allowed navigation with neuronavigation tools both inside the gap of an open magnet and outside the magnet, utilizing two different optical camera-sets and a dynamic reference frame. Automatic patient registration was implemented. The average difference between tracking position measured outside and inside the magnet was 0.8 +/- 0.1 mm. In the work presented in this note we have introduced a dynamic reference frame to compensate for transport of the patient to a location outside the scanner employing a second camera set. The integrated system showed adequate accuracy.